* Three days after installation of stone countertop, sealer must be applied by others.

**SEAM DETAIL**

**STORAGE COUNTER TOP**
- KEDA EPOXY or V-MAX (color matched)
- B-150 EPOXY

**BACK SPLASH DETAIL**
- SILICONE OR PAINTABLE CAULKING
- LN-950 ADHESIVE
- STONE COUNTER TOP
- PLYWOOD
- LN-950 ADHESIVE
- STONE COUNTER TOP
- PLYWOOD
- Backsplash

**Waterproofing:**
Silicone or paintable caulking is applied behind the sink and extends 12" to either side before installation of backsplash.

**SINK DETAIL**
- SINK
- B-150 EPOXY

**5/8" PLYWOOD**
- LN-950 Liquid Nails Polyurethane Construction Adhesive is placed every 6"
- B-150 epoxy is used every 6" along the countertop seam.

**STORAGE INSTALLATION STANDARDS GUIDE**